EASY 160

3000 series

LABELING & MARKING

The Easy is an efficient labeler, very simple to
be used by any operator.
160mm / 6.30” label liner maximum width
built on a solid aluminium alloy casting. A safe
and most robust machine, designed to last over
time
little footprint on the production line thanks to
its “vertical” development
large diameter reel housing for long duration
Very easy to use thanks to all the controls
being concentrated in a single panel including 3
multiturn potentiometers (with blocking device)
to adjust:
dispensing speed
label position on the peeler (advance
dispensing)
labeling point (application delay) removing
the need for manual movement of the product
detection sensor.
In addition, a luminous button is available for
“single shot” dispensing and alarm resetting

EASY

160

max speed (constant speed only) 20m/min - 65.5’/min
max reel diameter

360mm - 14.15”

available in pneumatic version too

Peelers

RIGID

SPRING
ARTICULATED

CONCORDE

The label reel housing
employs a special polymer
disk, hardened with fiberglass,
to adequately support the
heaviest reels even in the
case of a labeler positioned
horizontally

The 3000 series labelers,
thanks to the peeler/
applicator stems of variable
length, allow for reaching the
most inaccessible points of
the line

To reduce friction,
the rewinder disk
rotates along with the
one way mandrel
The rotating disks have
no holes or dangerous
openings

The 3000 series traction set is opened
using one finger. It is totally accessible to
guarantee very quick operations
The counter cylinder is “snap” extracted
(without employment of tools) to facilitate
cleaning operations
The 3000 series covers
are fixed with “screws
you can’t lose”
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The reel securing plaque is
transparent, light and takes
up little space. Equipped with
ergonomic handle, it can be
quickly removed with a rotation
of only 60°

